Abstract-The particle swarm algorithm has shown ability to optimize in continuous problem spaces, although it can struggle in problem spaces containing multiple optima. A variant, called Waves of Swarm particles (WoSP), has been shown to be able to handle problem spaces containing multiple optima by sequentially exploring these optima.
few local optima. Decreasing the magnitude of the global attraction and increasing the importance of the local attraction assists in the swarm particles exploring a number of optima simultaneously. However, the number of optima explored cannot exceed the number of particles in the swarm (and in practice is only a small fraction of this number). For a discussion of two methods by which swarms can explore multiple optima in parallel exploration, and review of a number of other approaches, see [2, 3] .
More recently a variant of particle swarm that encourages the sequential discovery of multiple optima has been introduced [4] . This variant dynamically divides the swarm particle population into sub swarms and is called 'Waves of Swarm Particles' (WoSP). The interaction between the sub swarms is limited to particles moving between swarms in such a way as to add an evolutionary pressure. This synergistic combination of swarm and evolution has proved very successful when exploring continuous problem spaces that contain many optima [5] .
This paper describes how the WoSP algorithm may be used in a complex quantised problem spaces akin to real life problem spaces which are often non-continuous. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II provides a brief review of the WoSP algorithm for continuous problem spaces. Section III describes the modification that must be made to use the WoSP algorithm in quantised problem spaces. A simple timetabling problem is introduced in section IV that will be used to illustrate WoSP performance on quantised problem spaces. The results obtained using classical swarm and WoSP with and without a local heuristic are given and discussed in section V. The paper concludes with some general comments in section VI.
II. THE WOSP ALGORITHM FOR CONTINUOUS PROBLEM SPACES
In the WoSP algorithm an extra term is added to the basic velocity update equation of the classical swarm algorithm, as V is the velocity this particle had at time T, t is the time between updates, M is the momentum of the particle and rand is a random number in the range (0, 1). G and L set the relative attention to be placed on the best global and local position known to this swarm at time The last term on the right hand side SRF V represents a velocity produced by a short-range force of attraction between the particles. This would be of little use if it were not for the way the swarm is updated. The velocity is calculated using equation 1 at some time T and assumed to be unchanged until the next update at time T+t. This can introduce an aliasing effect when two particles are so close that the magnitude of this attractive component is large and results in a high velocity for the particles. By the time of the next evaluation, the particles have crossed and are far apart and the magnitude of this now reversed attractive component is small. As a result the particles keep much if not all of the velocity that they acquired at the previous evaluation (for a fuller discussion of this aliasing effect see [5] ). Each particle belongs to a wave (identified by a number) and only communicates with other particles with the same wave number. When the ratio of the magnitude of the attractive velocity component SRF V compared to the net magnitude of the three other velocity components exceeds a threshold (normally because particles have come close while converging on an optimum), the particles concerned join the most recently created (highest numbered) wave or, if they already belong to the most recently created wave, they create an even newer one. This process is referred to as promotion and the position in problem space where it occurred as a promotion point. Particles keep individual records of their promotion points.
The i th component of the short range force exerted on particle x by particle y is given by:
where: V xyi is the i th component of velocity of particle x with respect to particle y D xy is the distance from particle x to particle y SRF factor is the short range force magnitude at unit distance SRF power sets how fast this force decreases with distance.
•The short-range force is assumed to apply unaltered for the basic time interval t. The sum of all the components defined by equation 2 produces a change in velocity SRF V (the constant of proportionality between the force and the velocity is assumed to have been absorbed into SRF factor ). Identically to the conventional particle swarm algorithm, the position X of each particle is calculated at each new time using equation 3.
The time interval between updates t is often taken as unity and so omitted, but because of its importance in the aliasing effect described above it is explicitly stated in this paper.
In summary, there are four major changes to the formulae for the traditional particle swarm algorithm that produce the formulae for the WoSP algorithm. The first is the addition of the short range force described above, the second and third are the use of unit vectors so that the magnitude of the attractions to the global and local best position are independent of distance. The last is the omission of any form of velocity constriction factor. Velocity constriction factors are intended to moderate the convergence rate of the swarm and are unsuitable for the WoSP algorithm that needs no such velocity constriction. For more information on classical particle swarm optimization, see [1, 6, 7, 8] .
Each wave keeps track of the best fitness it has found and should a later wave be outperforming an earlier wave, the particles in the earlier wave are forcibly recruited to the later, higher performing, wave (which need not be the highest numbered wave). This 'survival of the fittest' introduces an evolutionary pressure which makes a significant contribution to the performance of the algorithm as a whole.
It is possible, although unusual, for only one of a pair of particles to meet the promotion criterion and for a particular wave to eventually decay to one particle. If this should happen the sole remaining particle is recruited to the highest numbered wave.
Recruitment is not promotion and the positions of recruitment events as described in the two pervious paragraphs are not recorded by the particles involved. Once a wave has no particles left it is considered 'dead' and plays no further role in the search.
Particles are actively repulsed from their promotion points if within a user specified parameter (the search scale) of them. This effectively sets the coarseness of the search. The repulsion has two components, C1 directly away from the promotion point in question and C2 in the direction of the smallest component of the first.
Without this latter component, the search by a particular particle tends to be confined to the hyper plane defined by the positions of the particles first few promotion points (there are undoubtedly many ways in which such a confinement tendency could be countered, C2 is used for its simplicity).
Like all forms of Swarm, WoSP benefits from the addition of a local search algorithm. Only invoking this when a swarm dies is computationally efficient as a wave commonly dies owing to its particles being promoted away while converging on a local optimum. The exact nature of the best local search to use is problem specific.
III. MODIFYING THE WOSP ALGORITHM FOR QUANTISED PROBLEM SPACES
Since swarm particles must move in a continuous space, it is necessary to map this continuous space to the quantised problem space. Each axis corresponds to a unique quantised property of the problem. The length of each axis is chosen as some arbitrary value L (100 was used in the experiments described below) and the axis is considered to be circular so that the point L and 0 are in fact the same point. This length L is then divided into N equal parts (cells), where N is the number of quantum values of the relevant property in the problem. The position of the particle, as decoded into quantum values, is passed to the fitness evaluation routine and the number of constraint violations of this possible solution is returned.
There is obviously a length of L/N on an axis that will correspond to the same quantised value. The fitness function is required to be continuous in the sense that adjacent positions should in general return different fitness values so as to provide guidance to the swarm as it converges. For this reason the distance of a particle from the closest cell center is also recorded (expressed as a fraction of L/N). The fitness function is comprised from the sum of two parts, the number of constraint violations plus the average of these fractional distances across all axes.
IV. THE QUANTISED PROBLEM DISCUSSED IN THIS PAPER
The sample quantised problem space discussed in this paper is a simple timetabling problem involving scheduling nineteen classes for four groups of students in three rooms for one day of six time periods 1 . While all classes can occur in any of the six available time periods there are various constraints as to the rooms each class may occur in and the group(s) of students that will be involved. The aim is to timetable the classes so that these constraints are met and no student is required to undertake two classes at once and no room is required to contain more than one class at a time. The constraint details are shown in table 1, with classes, room and groups identified by numbers. There are approximately 1.7*10 26 ways in which these classes can be arranged but only slightly more than 2500 do not violate any constraint. While this is a trivial problem as far as timetabling is concerned, it is more than adequate to explore the behaviour of Swarm particles in quantised problem spaces as it is easy to comprehend and has the advantage of fast fitness evaluation.
Two quantised variables were associated with each class, the time it was to be scheduled and the room it was to occur in. Each of these was mapped to a different axis in problem space. A total of 38 axes were therefore required to schedule these 19 classes. The number of possible quantised values these axes contain varied from 1 to 6.
V. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS
Details of the parameter values used are shown in table 2. It is not claimed that the values used were optimal but they do follow the general guidelines given in [4] . 
Number of particles 30
Momentum (M) 0.9 Global attraction coefficient (B) 0. 3 Local attraction coefficient (L) 0.7 SRF factor 500 Short range force coefficients SRF power 3.5 Promotion coefficient (P) 2
Repulsion coefficient (R) 5000
Search scale (S) 2 Maximum fitness evaluations per repeat 1,500,000 LH1 50 Local heuristic parameters (see below) LH2 50
A. The Repulsive Force C2 used.
Providing the contribution of each axis to the overall fitness function can be quantified, an estimate may be made of the error contribution of each axis. For the timetabling problem used in this paper, each class requires two axes in problem space: one to define the class time and a second to define the class room. A group being required to do more than one class at a given time suggests that the times of all the classes involved should be changed and that a weighting reflecting the number of clashing classes be added to any previous weighting on each of the axes defining the times of these classes. Two or more classes in one room suggests that the rooms used for each of these classes should be changed and that a weighting reflecting the number of classes in the room at this time be added to any previous weighting on each of the axes defining the rooms of these classes. The rejection component C2 along each axis was made proportional to the final net weighting on that axis. In this way it is possible to focus change particularly towards the axes on which this is needed.
B. The Local Heuristic used
A simple problem specific local heuristic was used that took a solution with one or more constraint violations and repeated the following set of steps until either the number of constraint violations was reduced to zero or a user specified number of attempts had be made.
A list of all classes that were involved in these violations was made. One class was chosen at random from this list and a second list made of all the other room time combinations to which it could be moved. One possible move was chosen from this second list and the change this possible move would make in the constraint violation count was calculated. Only if this was positive was the move actually made. A new list of clashing classes was then made and the process repeated until either no clash occurred or a total of LH1 tries had been made.
The algorithm described in the above paragraph is very greedy and can easily result in a local optimum being reached that does not meet all constraints. As a result the original quantised position passed to the local heuristic was saved and the algorithm described above was tried LH2 times, with the original quantised position being restored at the start of each time. The best result found in any of these LH2 tries was the result actually used.
The extra computational load was insignificant with the values of LH1 and LH2 used as the local heuristic was only run when a wave died -typically a few hundred times per run. Later experimentation (after the main body of results quoted in this paper were obtained) showed that the values used for these two parameters were not critical and for this problem could be reduced by an order of magnitude without significantly affecting the results.
C. Performance. Table 3 shows that in terms of the best performing repeat out of each group of 100 there is a steady improvement as progressive enhancements are made to the classical particle swarm algorithm (from left to right in the table). Interestingly, adding waves alone produces a greater positive effect than adding the local heuristic alone but the best results are obtained when both of these are used. While table 3 shows only the best result for each repeat, Tables 4 and 5 show statistics derived from all the repeats for all combinations.
Comparing the columns in Table 4 that do not involve the local heuristic, it is clear that the addition of waves consistently and substantially improves the performance. Again it can be observed that the performance with waves alone is better than the performance with the local heuristic alone. Table 5 shows that the improvement made by the use of the local heuristic was essentially independent of the use of waves. The best performing combination by far is when both waves and the local heuristic are used and these results have been examined in more detail.
During the 100 independent repeats, each run reported on average 653 (max 671, min 634) candidate solutions that were passed to the local heuristic. A candidate solution corresponds to the best position found by a wave during its existence and subsequently refined using the local heuristic. The range of the number of constraint violations in all these candidate solutions is from 0 to 12.
During the runs a grand total of 1242 solutions that satisfied all constraints (absolute solutions) were found. Twenty runs produced no absolute solutions; the other 80 runs produced between 1 and 51solutions each, with an average of 15.7 absolute solutions per run. However, because each particle maintains an individual list of promotion points, some optima were explored by more than one wave during a run. On average, the runs that found absolute solutions found 5.8 different absolute solutions each (the maximum for any wave being 21, the minimum 1). Overall, the 100 repeats found a grand total of 446 different absolute solutions out of the approximately 2500 that exist.
VI. DISCUSSION
The method of mapping the particles position in continuous space to its position in quantised space described in section III of this paper permits any particle swarm algorithm to work on quantised problem spaces. While it would be possible to simply truncate the real number position on each axis to the nearest integer value (see for example [9] ), the method used provides a continual fitness variation with position along each axis. This enhances the swarm convergence capability which is of particularly important to the WoSP algorithm. The WoSP algorithm has two advantages over the conventional swarm for problems with many local optima, few of which meet all the problem constraints.
The first advantage comes from the use of waves that allow the sequential exploration of optima. Inherent within the wave mechanism is the integration of evolution into the swarm process, which produces substantial performance gains.
The second advantage lies in the ability to actively repulse particles from previous promotion points (almost always previously explored optima). In particular, to be able to adjust the magnitude of each rejection component so that it is proportional to the number of problems introduced by the quantised value this axis position represents. Change is thus directed where it is most needed.
The performance of the full WoSP algorithm has previously been shown to be strongly encouraging for continuous domain problems [4, 5] , the work described in this paper shows that its performance on at least one class of quantised domain problems is also strongly encouraging.
Considering the illustrative problem used in this paper, using the WoSP algorithm a mere 1,500,000 fitness evaluations gives an 80% chance of finding one of the 2,500 solutions that meet all constraints out of the total of 1.7*10 26 possible solutions. For comparison, a systematic sequential search would give a 2.2*10 -15 % chance of finding one of these absolute solutions. The value that might be expected from a random search is even (substantially) lower as reexploration of solutions would inevitably occur.
The problem described, which was only chosen as an easily understood example of a quantised problem space, required the particles to move in a 38 dimensional space: as the complexity of the quantised problem increases (for example, timetabling a more practically realistic number of classes, time periods and rooms) so will the dimensionality of the space the particles move in. How the performance of the WoSP algorithm scales beyond 100 dimensions has not yet been investigated.
Although not yet attempted, there is no known reason why the WoSP algorithm should not show similar performance when run on hybrid optimisation problems as it does on both continuous and quantised problems. Hybrid optimisation problems involve some continuous and some quantised parameters, a class of problem into which many real life industrial problems fall. Overall WoSP, with suitable problem mapping, has the ability to extend the range of applicability of particle swarm far beyond that able to be successfully associated with the conventional swarm algorithm.
